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Abstract
Introduction: The Goldmann applanation tonometer readings were noted to be markedly reduced after Lasik
surgery using a thin flap technique which is widely used nowadays, to correct a wide range of myopia and
astigmatism. The Ocular Response Analyzer (ORA) is considered one of the important tools for refinement of
Intraocular Pressure (IOP) measurements. The aim of this study is to evaluate and refine ORA measurements for
IOP changes post- M2 90 Moria microkeratome Lasik procedure for Egyptian myopic and astigmatic patients
trying to aid in glaucoma diagnosis and management.
Methods: Thirty-five eyes of nineteen Egyptian patients with myopia or myopic astigmatism who had undergone
Lasik procedure using M2 90 Moria microkeratome were included in this consecutive case series study. All cases
were subjected to full ophthalmological examination including uncorrected and best corrected visual acuity,
refraction, slit lamp examination, Scheimpflug imaging and ORA (Reichert Ophthalmic Instruments, Inc.,
Buffalo, NY, USA). The refractive errors were measured using an auto refractometer and were confirmed by trial.
For the ocular response analyzer, the Goldmann-correlated IOP measurement (IOPg) which simulates IOP
measured by Goldmann tonometer and the Corneal-Compensated Intraocular Pressure (IOPcc) that takes corneal
biomechanical properties into consideration were reported as well as the Corneal Hysteresis (CH) and the Corneal
Resistance Factor (CRF). Cases were examined preoperatively and again about one month after Lasik, after
stabilization of eye condition. The collected data were tabulated and analysed with the suitable statistical
methods. The mean values and standard deviation were calculated for quantitative data. Comparison tests (t-test)
and correlation tests (Pearson) were also performed.
Results: In our study, involving M2 90 Moria microkeratome Lasik procedure, a highly significant post-Lasik
reduction in IOPg (t-test = 8.62 (p<0.01), and a statistically significant reduction in IOPcc (t-test = 3.37 (p<0.05)
by ocular response analyzer. The average post-Lasik reduction in IOP in mmHg was 4.84±2.82 for IOPg and
2.23±3.51for IOPcc. A statistically significant correlation (p<0.05) existed between post-Lasik reduction of IOPg
and ablation depth as well as preoperative spherical equivalent. A non-significant correlation existed between
post-Lasik reduction of IOPcc and both of ablation depth and preoperative spherical equivalent.
Conclusions: Following Lasik procedure using M2 90 Moria microkeratome, the IOPcc values by ORA were
closer to the preoperative values than the IOPg values and the reduction of IOPcc values was not affected by
ablation depth (i.e. preoperative spherical equivalent). Therefore, it is advisable to use the IOPcc values by ORA
when evaluating post-Lasik patients for glaucoma diagnosis and management, but with the addition of the
average value for post-Lasik reduction which in the study was 2.23±3.51mmHg.
Keywords: Thin flap Lasik, the Goldmann-correlated IOP, Corneal-Compensated Intraocular Pressure, ablation
depth, Egypt
1. Introduction
1.1. Background and statement of the problem
Measurement of intraocular pressure (IOP) is a part of routine ophthalmologic examination and is important in the
management and follow-up of patients with glaucoma (1). The Goldmann applanation tonometer (GAT) is
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considered as the gold standard for clinical IOP measurement (2). However, its accuracy is affected by the interindividual variation in corneal geometric properties, such as thickness (3, 4) and curvature (3, 5) as well as rigidity
(6, 7). LASIK had become the technique of choice for treatment of wide range of myopia, offering quicker visual
recovery and relatively pain-free experience (8). However, reduction of Goldmann Applanation tonometer readings
was noted after Lasik procedure, probably related to reduction in corneal thickness (9) and biomechanics (10). The
ocular response analyzer is considered one of the important tools for refinement of intraocular pressure
measurements (11, 12), where it calculates Goldmann-correlated and corneal-compensated IOP estimates (IOPg and
IOPcc respectively). IOPg is considered analogous to standard non-contact tonometry IOP measurements, while
IOPcc is an IOP estimate that uses a mathematical correction to minimise its corneal dependence (13).
1.2. Objectives
The aim of this work was to evaluate the changes in the IOP measurements by ocular response analyzer following
Lasik procedure, using the widely used thin flap M2 90 Moria microkeratome for a wide range of myopic and
astigmatic ablation depths, aiming to provide a finer refinement of IOP measurement post-Lasik procedure trying to
aid in glaucoma diagnosis and management.
2. Material and Methods
Thirty-five eyes of nineteen Egyptian patients with myopia or myopic astigmatism who had undergone Lasik
procedure using M2 90 Moria microkeratome between 2014 and 2015 were included in this consecutive case series
study. All cases were subjected to full ophthalmological examination including uncorrected and best corrected visual
acuity, refraction, slit lamp examination, Scheimpflug imaging (i.e. Pentacam, ALLEGRO Oculyzer Version 1074;
Allegro, Germany) and ORA (Reichert Ophthalmic Instruments, Inc., Buffalo, NY, USA). The refractive errors
were measured using an auto refractometer and confirmed by trial. The central corneal thickness (CCT) as well as
the flattest and steepest keratometry readings within the central 3mm ring, were obtained from the Pentacam. For the
ocular response analyzer, the Goldmann-correlated IOP measurement IOPg which simulates IOP measured by
Goldmann tonometer and the IOPcc that takes corneal biomechanical properties into consideration were reported, as
well as the CH which is a measure of viscous damping in the cornea and the CRF, which is a measure of the total
viscoelastic response of the cornea. The following were set as the exclusion criteria: 1) Thin cornea (less than 500
microns by Pentacam), 2) Keratoconus and other ectatic disorders, 3) Signs of previous viral keratitis or
iridocyclitis, 4) Glaucoma, 5) Autoimmune and systemic collagen disease e.g. rheumatoid arthritis, SLE, 6)
pregnancy. The Lasik procedure consisted of tropical anesthesia before the operation, sterilizing the eyelids,
speculum application, corneal marking, applying the Moria M2 microkratome over the cornea to create a superior
hinged corneal flap, ablation by the Allegretto Wave Light Eye-Q 1010 (400 Hertz) and irrigation of the stromal bed
using balanced salt solution (BSS). Finally, the flap was repositioned painted by a jet of air and its alignment was
checked by preoperative corneal marks alignment. After operation, patients received antibiotics, corticosteroid eye
drops and preservative-free artificial tears eye drops. The collected data were tabulated and analysed with the
suitable statistical methods. The mean values and standard deviation were calculated for quantitative data.
Comparison tests (t test) and correlation tests (Pearson) were also performed.
3. Results
3.1. General findings
Thirty-five (35) eyes of nineteen (19) patients were included in the study. There were 14 eyes of male patients and
21 eyes of female patients. The age ranged from 19-42years (mean 30.14±7.09). The flattest keratometric readings
(K1) ranged from 39-45 Diopters (mean 43±1.57), the steepest keratometric readings (K2) ranged from 41.1-47.2
Diopters (mean 44.29±1.54), and the average keratometric readings (Km) ranged from 40.1-45.85 Diopters (mean
43.65±1.49). The Central corneal thickness (CCT) ranged from 507-587 (µ) (mean 547.43±24.14). The sphere
ranged from 0.25 to -9 Diopters (mean -3.83±2.25), the cylinder ranged from -0.25 to -3.5 Diopters (mean 1.41±0.88) and the spherical equivalent ranged from -0.88 to -10 Diopters (mean -4.49±2.20). The best-corrected
visual acuity in Snellen lines ranged from 0.2-1(mean 0.76±0.25). The ablation depth ranged from 25-154 (µ) (mean
72.36±31.27). The CH ranged from 7-12.1 (mean 9.89±1.27) and the CRF ranged from 7-12.7(mean 10.21±1.31)
(Table 1). The IOPg by ORA decreased from a mean value of 17.1±2.75 preoperatively to 12.26±2.81 postoperatively (after thin flap-Lasik), with t-test showing a value of 8.62 (p<0.01) denoting a highly significant
reduction among patients under study (Table 2). The IOPcc by ORA decreased from a mean value of 18.03±2.88
preoperatively to 15.80±2.88 post-operatively (after thin flap-Lasik) with t-test showing a value of 3.37 (p<0.05)
denoting a statistically significant reduction among patients under study (Table 2). The CH by ORA decreased from
a mean value of 9.89±1.27 preoperatively to 7.9±1.39 post-operatively (after thin flap-Lasik) with t-test showing a
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value of 7.16 (p<0.05) denoting a statistically significant reduction among patients under study (Table 2). The CRF
by ORA decreased from a mean value of 10.21±1.31 preoperatively to 7.58±1.32 post-operatively (after thin flapLasik), with t-test showing a value of 8.62 (p<0.01) denoting a highly significant reduction among patients under
study (Table 2). The average reduction in IOPg by ORA ranged from 0.2-12.4mmhg (mean value 4.84±2.82). The
average reduction in IOPcc by ORA ranged from -2.9-3.51mmhg (mean value 2.23±3.51).
Table 1. Demographic data
Item
Age (Years)
K1 (D)
K2 (D)
Km (D)
Central corneal thickness(µ)
Sphere (D)
Cylinder (D)
Preoperative spherical equivalent (D)
Ablation depth (µ)
Corneal hysteresis (CH)
Corneal Resistance Factor (CRF)
BCVA in Snellen lines

Mean±SD
30.14±7.09
43±1.57
44.29±1.54
43.65±1.49
547.43±24.14
-3.83±2.25
-1.41±0.88
-4.49±2.20
72.36±31.27
9.89±1.27
10.21±1.31
0.76±0.25

Range
19-42
39-45
41.1-47.2
40.1-45.85
507-587
0.25 to -9
-0.25 to -3.5
-0.88 to -10
25-154
7-12.1
7-12.7
0.2-1

Table 2. Showing the mean value and standard deviation for Ocular Response Analyzer parameters both pre and
post-thin flap Lasik and their comparison by t-test and significance among patients under study
Variable
Preoperative Postoperative t-test p-value
(Mean ±SD) (Mean ±SD)
IOPg (mmHg)
17.1±2.75
12.26±2.81
8.62
<0.01
IOPcc (mmHg)
18.03±2.88
15.80±2.88
3.37
<0.05
Corneal hysteresis (CH)
9.89±1.27
7.9±1.39
7.16
<0.05
Corneal Resistance Factor (CRF) 10.21±1.31D 7.58 ±1.32D
10.35 <0.01
3.2. Post-Lasik reduction of Goldmann-correlated IOP (IOPg)
A statistically significant correlation (r=0.16, p<0.05) existed between post-Lasik reduction of IOPg and ablation
depth among patients under study. A statistically significant correlation (r=0.17, p<0.05) existed between post-Lasik
reduction of IOPg and preoperative spherical equivalent among patients under study. A non-significant correlation
(r=-0.09, p>0.05) existed between post-Lasik reduction of IOPg and CH among patients under study. A nonsignificant correlation (r=-0.07, p>0.05) existed between post-Lasik reduction of IOPg and CRF among patients
under study (Table 3).
Table 3. Correlation (Pearson test) between post-thin flap Lasik reduction in Goldmann-correlated IOP (IOPg) and
Corneal-Compensated Intraocular Pressure (IOPcc) by Ocular Response Analyzer and various parameters among
patients under study
Correlation between items r
p-value
IOPgREd VS ABL Depth 0.16 <0.05
IOPgREd VS Sph.Eq
0.17 <0.05
IOPgREd VS CHred
-0.09 >0.05
IOPgREd VS CRFred
-0.07 >0.05
IOPccREd VS ABL Depth -0.20 >0.05
IOPccREd VS Sph.Eq
-0.19 >0.05
IOPccREd VS CHred
-0.51 >0.05
IOPccREd VS CRFred
-0.54 >0.05
3.3. Post-Lasik reduction of Corneal-Compensated Intraocular Pressure (IOPcc)
A non-significant correlation (r=-0.20, p>0.05) existed between post-Lasik reduction of IOPcc and ablation depth
among patients under study. A non-significant correlation (r=-0.19, p>0.05) existed between post-Lasik reduction of
IOPcc and preoperative spherical equivalent among patients under study. A non-significant correlation (r=-0.51,
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p>0.05) existed between post-Lasik reduction of IOPcc and CH among patients under study. A non-significant
correlation (r=-0.54, p>0.05) existed between post-Lasik reduction of IOPcc and CRF among patients under study
(Table 3).
4. Discussion
Following Lasik surgery, the Goldmann applanation tonometry readings were proven to be underestimated, probably
due to reduction of central corneal thickness and rigidity, which may impair diagnosis and management of glaucoma
(9, 12). One of the important devices used to refine IOP readings due to differences in thickness and rigidity is the
ocular response analyzer (5). In this study, we evaluated the changes in the IOP measurements by ocular response
analyzer following Lasik procedure using M2 90 Moria microkeratome for a wide range of myopic and astigmatic
ablation depths, to refine IOP for glaucoma diagnosis and management. Shin J et al., in a 2015 study involved forty
eyes from 20 patients who underwent treatment for myopia using a femtosecond laser for flap creation, found that at
one month after Lasik, there was a significant reduction in the IOP measurement with respect to the IOPcc (0.67±2.07 mm Hg), IOPg (=-3.92±2.19 mm Hg), and Goldmann applanation tonometer (GAT) (=-2.6±2.51). It was
revealed that the CH and CRF are statistically significant predictors of IOPcc, IOPg, and GAT (p<0.000) (14).
Shousha SM, et al. published a study of 20 eyes with age ranged from 20-50 years that had undergone Lasik for
moderate myopia between -2 and -6 Diopters in which the IOP was measured preoperatively and again
postoperatively using Goldmann applanation and air puff tonometry, ORA corneal compensation, and Pentacam
cor¬rection. They found that compared with preoperative values, postoperative IOP mea¬sured by the four methods
was significantly lower. Regarding the IOPcc, the values decreased from a mean of 18.4 mm (range of 11.1 to 21.9)
preoperatively to 16.2mmHg (range of 10.2 to 19.7) postoperatively with an average reduction of -1.6mmHg (range
-3.5 to1.3). The difference was statistically significant when IOP was measured using Goldmann applanation and air
puff tonometry compared with the ORA corneal compensation and Pentacam methods (P<0.001) (12). In Our study
using an ocular response analyzer, evaluating cases undergoing Lasik using M2 90 moria microkeratome; the IOPg
decreased from a mean value of 17.1±2.75 preoperatively to 12.26±2.81 post-Lasik with t-test showing a highly
significant reduction (p<0.01). TheIOPcc decreased from a mean value of 18.03±2.88 preoperatively to 15.80±2.88
post-Lasik with t-test showing a statistically significant reduction (p<0.05) and these values are close to values
obtained by Shousha SM, et al.; however they don’t measure IOPg in their study. The CH decreased from a mean
value of 9.89±1.27 preoperatively to 7.9±1.39post-Lasik) with t-test showing a statistically significant reduction
(p<0.05). The CRF decreased from a mean value of 10.21±1.31 preoperatively to 7.58±1.32 post-Lasik) with t-test
showing a highly significant reduction (p<0.01). The average post- Lasik reduction in IOPg was 4.84±2.82 mmHg
which is similar to results obtained by Shin J et al (2015). The average post-Lasik reduction in IOPcc was
2.23±3.51mmHg and this reduction was larger than that obtained by Shin J et al (2015) and Shousha SM, et al. who
studied a smaller range of myopic correction and therefore a smaller ablation depth. The post-Lasik reduction of
IOPg showed a statistically significant correlation (p<0.05), between both ablation depth and preoperative spherical
equivalent, with a non-significant correlation (p>0.05) between post-Lasik reduction of both CH and CRF. The postLasik reduction of IOPcc showed a non-significant correlation (p>0.05), between ablation depth, preoperative
spherical equivalent CH and CRF. Our results, that showed no correlation between the post-Lasik reduction of IOPg
as well asIOPcc and both of Corneal hysteresis (CH) and CRF (which does not agree with results obtained by Shin J
et al.), were probably related to the wider ablation depths involved in our study. It seems therefore, that the reduction
in the post-Lasik values of IOPcc by the ocular response analyzer is related mainly to reduction in corneal
biomechanical stability by the thin flap creation rather than by the ablation depth ( contrary to IOPg and similar
tools), which makes Corneal-Compensated Intraocular Pressure a valuable tool for IOP measurement in post-Lasik
patients for the sake of glaucoma diagnosis and management, because in many cases, accurate preoperative
refraction as well as Lasik ablation depth data may not be accessible.
5. Conclusions
Following Lasik procedure using thin flap technique (i.e. M2 90 Moria microkeratome), the IOPcc values by ORA
were closer to the preoperative values than the IOPg values, and the reduction of IOP was not affected by ablation
depth (i.e. preoperative spherical equivalent). Therefore, it is advisable to use the IOPcc values by ORA when
evaluating post-Lasik patients for glaucoma diagnosis and management, but with the addition of the average value
for post-Lasik reduction which, in the study, was 2.23±3.51mmHg.
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